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Chapter Five  

Conclusion  

This chapter will provide the summary of the findings found by the 

researcher. The summary will be about the types of videos often watched on 

YouTube and the aspects of English improved through watching YouTube videos.  

Conclusion 

 The development of technology changes the way students learn. There are 

many websites and application that students can use to increase their skills, 

especially English skills. YouTube is one of the most popular application or 

website nowadays. YouTube has become one of the most visited video-sharing 

platform. YouTube is fun and students can watch it anytime and anywhere. 

Therefore, the researcher is curious to find out the kinds of videos often watched 

by students on YouTube and what aspects of English can be improved through 

watching YouTube.  

 The researcher used qualitative design as a research design. In addition, 

the research took place in ELED at one private Islamic university in Yogyakarta. 

Furthermore, there are four participants who participated in this research and the 

researcher used the snowball sampling to find the participants. After gathering the 

data, the researcher conducted transcribing, member checking, coding, grouping, 

and then narration.  

 The result of the data is that there are three types of YouTube videos and 

five English aspects improved through watching YouTube videos. Firstly, art and 

humanities. The participants report that they watched films, music videos and 
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lyric videos, sitcom, talk show, and also talks. This types of video improved 

participants’ pronunciation, vocabulary list, listening skills and speaking skills. 

Secondly, vlogs. The participants gave many types of vlog such as food vlogs, 

daily vlogs, beauty vlogs, haul or shopping and travel vlogs, video reviews, and 

DIY. Vlogs improved participants’ pronunciation, vocabulary list and also 

listening skills. Third, social sciences. The participant mentioned that they 

watched news and educational videos that explain about the English language. 

From the social sciences videos, the participants improved their pronunciation and 

grammar.  

To summarize, the participants often watched three types of videos on 

YouTube such as art and humanities, vlogs, and social science videos. Students 

watch the YouTube videos based on their interest. Furthermore, the types of 

videos also improved participants’ English language skill. There are two macro 

skill which improved namely listening skill and speaking skills and micro skills 

which improved includes pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar. Based on 

three participants’ answers, pronunciation becomes the English skills that have a 

big effect by watching YouTube videos. Based on the participants’ answer they 

felt that pronunciation has the big impact to improve their English skills. Besides 

that, there were two participants who mentioned they be more confidence after 

watching YouTube videos. Four participants felt that they attain new knowledge 

by watching YouTube videos.  
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Recommendation  

For the students. According to the findings, the students can watch 

YouTube videos based on their interest. Students also can improved their English 

skills through watching YouTube videos includes students can watch songs or 

music videos and also vlogs to improve their listening skills. By watching films, 

students can improve their speaking skill. Pronunciation can be improved by 

watching talk videos, vlogs, talk shows, and lecturing channels. Students can also 

improve their vocabulary list by watching talk shows and vlogs. By watching 

lecturing channels students can improve their grammar.  

For the teachers. The researcher suggest the English teachers to use as 

many variety of YouTube videos to teach in the classroom. Because students have 

different interest videos.  

For other researchers. This research helps future researchers to find out 

about the types of videos often watched by students on YouTube and the aspects 

of English improved through watching YouTube videos. Other researchers can 

use quantitative research as the methodology and doing the measurement of the 

English skills that improved through watching YouTube videos. 

 


